Prevalence of hepatitis A in southern part of Delhi, India
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Abstract

Background: Hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection is one of the important causes of hepatitis in developing countries. It is transmitted through orofecal route. They pose major health problems.

Objective: To determine the prevalence of HAV in patients presenting with acute viral hepatitis.

Materials and Methods: Serum samples of the patients presenting with fever, nausea, vomiting, and jaundice were collected and analyzed by using commercially available mini VIDAS (Biomeriux, France) to detect immunoglobulin M (IgM) against HAV. A one-year retrospective study was conducted in the Department of Microbiology, Hamdard Institute of Medical Sciences and Research, New Delhi, India.

Result: Of the 89 serum samples subjected to mini VIDAS for detection of HAV IgM in patients, 30 (33.7%) were found to be positive. The prevalence was found to be more in male patients than in female patients, that is, 21 (70%) and 9 (30%), respectively, and was predominantly seen in the 5–15 years of the school-going age group. Peak cases were found in the monsoon season.

Conclusion: Regular monitoring of clinical, serological, and molecular characteristics would help in understanding the epidemiology of HAV and in planning the intervention studies. Prevalence was lower in the age group of 0–5 years, which shows epidemiological shift and improvement in hygiene and in socioeconomic conditions.
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Introduction

Hepatitis A (formerly known to be infectious hepatitis) is an acute infectious disease of the liver caused by Hepatitis A virus (HAV). It is a nonenveloped 27 nm ribonucleic acid (RNA) virus, which is resistant to heat, acid, and ether. It belongs to family Picornaviridae and genus Hepatovirus. It has one serotype and six genotypes. Genotypes I–III are involved in human infections. HAV is transmitted through feco-oral route either by direct contact or by consumption of contaminated water/food.

Approximately 1.5 million cases are reported every year throughout the world. Acute hepatitis A (AHA) is supposed to be endemic in developing countries because of low socioeconomic status, increased density of houses, and untreated water consumption. Frequent infection leads to development of acquired immunity in nearly 90% of children below 10 years of age.

With the development of effective vaccine against HAV in the 1990s and improvement in socioeconomic conditions, epidemiology of hepatitis A has changed. The age group more affected has shifted from first decade to second and third decade severity of disease, which was nearly asymptomatic or mild in children become symptomatic in adults.

Antibodies to HAV (anti-HAV immunoglobulin M [IgM]) can be detected in serum during acute illness whereas during convalescence immunoglobulin G (IgG) becomes predominant.

We carried out this study to find out the trend of infection or epidemiological changes in our area and present our findings of serological studies on the samples referred to our laboratory for HAV diagnosis.
Materials and Methods

This study was conducted in Microbiology Department, Hamdard Institute of Medical Sciences and Research, South Delhi, India, from January 2014 to December 2014 for a period of 1 year. It is a retrospective study. We included patients of both sex from all age groups. Patients or their parents who came themselves to submit the sample were informed verbally about the study and they were inquired about education of their mother, type of drinking water, and toilets being used.

On the basis of history of fever, nausea, vomiting, and jaundice, blood samples of the OPD and IPD patients were collected as per the laboratory protocols. Serum was separated and tests were run on mini VIDAS (Biomeriux, France) for the detection of anti-HAV IgM. mini VIDAS is based on enzyme-linked fluorescent assay technology and claims sensitivity and specificity of 98.8% and 99.44%, respectively. All the kits were supplied along with the kit. Test value of ≥0.5 was considered positive and lower than <0.4 was considered negative. Test values ≥0.4 and <0.5 were equivocal, which should be repeated. Interpretation of the test was made taking into consideration the patient history and the result of any other test performed.

Result

Of the 89 serum samples, 59 (66.2%) were found negative in the assay and 30 (33.7%) were found to be positive. Test value ≥0.5 for anti-HAV IgM. Among which 21 (70%) male patients were found positive as compared with 9 female patients (30%). Of the 30 cases, 18 (60%) mothers were found educated, 13 (43.3%) use RO water, and none used boiled water [Tables 1–4].

Discussion

In India, we do not have much data about HAV, but some recent reports have suggested a change in the scenario in the epidemiology of HAV.[9,10] So we collected data of AHA from our hospital and compared them with other studies; we found significant rise in the seroprevalence in the children of the age group 5–15 years as compared with small children, which shows improvement in the care of children at home and their socioeconomic status. This age group is usually the school-going age group, which is exposed to contaminated environment, and who are not mature enough to take care of themselves. HAV multiplies in liver cell hampering its function and leading to stimulation of immune response resulting in liver inflammation and antibody synthesis of both IgM and IgG type.[11] Usually AHA remains asymptomatic in children but symptomatic patients present with fever, malaise, weakness, nausea, and vomiting, followed by jaundice. As the symptoms of HAV are very similar to other hepatitis, it can be diagnosed with serological testing of antibodies specifically to HAV. IgM can be detected with the appearance of symptoms till 6 months and IgG throughout life. So the presence of either one or both cannot signify acute infection. Therefore, symptoms and liver function test (liver enzymes) should be done along with antibodies to detect acute infection.[9,11,12] In our study, patients having jaundice and deranged liver function test were only sent for confirmation of HAV infection.

We found 30 (33.7%) patients positive for hepatitis A IgM but in our studies they were all acutely infected patients. In other studies, seroprevalence of 34.02% in children and 28.70% in adults has been documented for IgM.[13] Refer Table 1 for age and seroprevalence ratio.

Men were found more positive than women [Table 2], this may be due to the greater exposure of men in their professional and social lifestyle and this correlates with other studies.[14–16] So many studies have noticed epidemiological shift in HAV infection [Table 3]. This may be attributed to various regions. Previously children used to be affected more. In India, areas with different types of people, exposed or susceptible coexist in various areas. Approximately 15 years ago, anti-HAV level in cord blood of neonate was almost 100%, which in turn reflected the prevalence of antibodies in mothers. In new studies, this has come down to 50%–60% suggesting lower infectivities of mothers.[17–19] Symptoms also vary with age. Approximately 50% of children below 6 years have been reported to be asymptomatic. A total of 75% developed jaundice after 6 years.[12,20] Only 0.2% of HAV infection can cause acute liver failure, and mortality rises with chronic liver diseases and with age.[21] So these patients should be immunized for HAV. In our study, we did not find any patient with chronic liver disease or immunization history. Immunization against HAV is costlier than conducting seroprevalence test. So in countries where asymptomatic or mild infection leads to acquired immunity, a prior seroprevalence test should be performed. HAV is endemic in North India and found throughout the year. Still some studies have reported seasonal variation as it peaks in summer and monsoon months of the year.[19] Similarly, we have reported more cases in the month of August, that is, monsoon season [Table 4].

Because of scarcity of resources and facilities, we could not perform molecular studies although it has been documented that there are three genotypes of HAV, which infect humans, that is, 1A, 1B, and IIIA. In Indian population, genotype IIIA is found to be a predominant one.[19,23–27] Having the knowledge of genotype is significant as different genotype and serotype causes disease of different severity in the population. Some can cause sporadic cases whereas some can cause outbreaks.[5,7,8,19,22,23,28–30] This may help in taking control measures in the society to prevent outbreaks in that particular area. Although we have involved many factors such as socioeconomic conditions, cleanliness, education, access to clean drinking water except the molecular tool to understand the epidemiology better.
Conclusion

This study investigated that infections have been found in school-going children of <5 years, which shows improvement in the education of mothers’ hygiene and socioeconomic status. Hepatitis A, because of epidemiological shift, has now been diagnosed more in teenagers and adults with more severe symptoms that are similar to other viral hepatitis, so the diagnosis must be confirmed by serological testing for the detection of IgM. In an infection, genotype, serotype, and seroprevalence of the nearby area should be tracked immediately to prevent outbreaks. More studies on seroepidemiology should be carried out.
out to evaluate the appropriate age of HAV vaccination, and also proper guidelines can be formulated for immunization in developing countries.
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